
Rememory (feat. Chance the Rapper)

Supa Bwe

[Chorus: Chance the Rapper]
Rememory

Way, way back when summer was hot
Rememory

Way back, way back[Bridge: Chance the Rapper]
I used to hold your hand, used to hold your hand tight
I used to know the plan, you still know the plan, right?

I hope you know I'm playin', you still know I'm playin', right?
I hope you damn right, uh

[Verse 1: Chance the Rapper]
Smokin' on gas

Even though people don't pass
People gon' laugh

Keepin' my feet on the gas
Keep it on tab

Keep it on, leave it on, even ain't even no gas
People gon' gas

People gon' tell you about lawns that's green
Ain't even no grass

Talkin' about leavin' so fast
None of them even gon' last

Walkin' the world
Walk 'round the world, without you

Stuck in the world
What is the world, without you

I can't pretend it never happened
Even if you wish it hadn't

[Bridge: Chance the Rapper]
I used to hold your hand, used to hold your hand tight
I used to know the plan, you still know the plan, right?

I hope you know I'm playin', you still know I'm playin', right?
I hope you damn right, uh[Verse 2: Supa Bwe]

When I'm away I Iose my damn mind
I be missing you like landlines
Little moon, you the landslide

Spend 33 hundred on Margielas, they some Masons
They said I was cappin', cappin', gown, had to turn it in
Y'all be thunder cappin', cappin' loud, call 'em Raiden

I ain't tryna cap on you at all, girl, I'm stayin'
Why you had to get them hoes and fall, girl, I'm sayin'

We ain't gotta fight, no, not at all, I be playin'
You are not alone if you with me, just be patient
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We can leave and be MIA on vacation
When I'm away I lose my damn mind

I be missing you like landlines
Little moon, you the landslide

Ay, ay
From the land full of hand signs

Cup muddy like a landslide
I'ma sip 'til I can't lie[Chorus: Chance the Rapper]

Rememory
Way, way back when summer was hot

Rememory
Way back, way back

(Way back, way back, way back)
(Way back, way back, way back)
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